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DialogFlow (API.AI) tutorial: Using webhooks to build a
Chuck Norris joke bot
The default example which is used for explaining webhooks  in API.AI can be deployed to
Heroku using a single click deploy.

Update May 2018: the link above is out of date. Please use the tutorial on my
site instead

In this example, I will use the weather webhook example as the basis of creating a new chatbot
which will fetch jokes about Chuck Norris using the API provided over here. Each time you ask
for a joke, it will return a random joke from their database using the API call for getting a
random joke.

The �rst few steps will be exactly the same as the steps needed to deploy the weather
webhook as it is already explained in the tutorial on the API.AI site. I will assume you were able
to get the weather webhook example working.

Creating the agent
Create a new agent, and also create a new intent which has a user says such as "Tell me a
Chuck Norris joke" or "I would like to get a Chuck Norris joke" and so on.

Make sure to specify the action as getjoke as shown above.
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Specify the webhook URL
Since you have already successfully deployed the weather agent to Heroku, I will give you an
example where you will use the same template. We will use the same URL as the original
webhook (See this image from the API.AI webhook tutorial), but simply "route" the request to a
different handler in the processRequest method in app.py.

Make sure to check the Use Webhook under the Ful�llment portion of the Ask For Joke intent.

Add the code for processing the request
In the processRequest method, we will use an if condition to check if the action is getjoke. If it
is, we call the method makeWebhookResultForGetJoke.

Modify the processRequest method as follows:

def processRequest(req): 

    if 

req.get("result").get("action")=="yahooWeatherForecast": 

        baseurl = 

"https://query.yahooapis.com/v1/public/yql?" 

        yql_query = makeYqlQuery(req) 

        if yql_query is None: 

           return {} 

        yql_url = baseurl + urlencode({'q': yql_query}) + 

"&format=json" 

        result = urlopen(yql_url).read() 

        data = json.loads(result) 

        res = makeWebhookResult(data) 

    elif req.get("result").get("action")=="getjoke": 

        baseurl = "http://api.icndb.com/jokes/random" 

        result = urlopen(baseurl).read() 

        data = json.loads(result) 

        res = makeWebhookResultForGetJoke(data) 

    else: 

        return {} 

 

    return res

And add a method called makeWebhookResultForGetJoke as follows

def makeWebhookResultForGetJoke(data): 

    valueString = data.get('value') 

    joke = valueString.get('joke') 

    speechText = joke 

    displayText = joke 

    return { 

        "speech": speechText, 

        "displayText": displayText, 

        # "data": data, 

        # "contextOut": [], 

        "source": "apiai-weather-webhook-sample" 

    }

https://docs.api.ai/docs/webhook#webhook-for-domains
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That's it. Now you can test your program from your interactive console.

Here is the link to the Chuck Norris JokeBot if you wish to check it out.

Hope you found this tutorial useful. Questions? Leave a comment below.
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am trying to do a mini project using webhook i am facing an issue while reading the

request from the dialogflow.

to be precise at the req=request.get_json(silent=True,force=True) here am receiving a

nonetype how do i make it work i have enabled the fullfilment button added the url

yet it reads nonetype .

this is the github link please help me

thanks sidhartha

https://github.com/nuronics/sample/blob/master/weather.py

sidhartha

August 23, 2018

Share Reply to sidhartha

You can try to mimic the request using a tool like Postman and see if you get the

same (nonetype). If yes, then you need to look at the actual API call and see if
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they have made any changes to their API recently, and update your code to reflect

that.

Share Reply to aravindmc

I only need to replace the ProcessRequest code with the one given above and add

def getjoke right? But after deploying on heroku I can’t seem to get both to work on

dialogflow. What did I do wrong?

Fukji

May 22, 2018

Share Reply to Fukji

Can you confirm that you got the basic example to work? The link at the top of

this post is now out of date.

aravindmc

May 22, 2018

Share Reply to aravindmc

Hi, seems that the inline editor has problems with the code you posted. Which

language is it in?

dperez

January 26, 2018

Share Reply to dperez

Yes, the inline editor supports only NodeJS at the moment, and my sample code

is written in Python. You need to translate the Python code to NodeJS if you want

to add it into the inline editor.

aravindmc

January 27, 2018
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